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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY BOARD 
AGENDA 

 
1.   Apologies  
 To receive apologies for absence, including notifications of any 

changes to the membership of the Board. 
 

2.   Minutes (Pages 4 - 7) 
 To confirm as a correct record the minutes of the meeting of the 

Board held on  13 April 2022. 
 

3.   Declarations of Interest  
 a) To receive declarations of non pecuniary interests in respect 

of items on this agenda 
 

For reference:  Having declared their non pecuniary interest 
members may remain in the meeting and speak and, vote on the 
matter in question.  A completed disclosure of interests form 
should be returned to the Clerk before the conclusion of the 
meeting. 

 
b) To receive declarations of disclosable pecuniary interests in 

respect of items on this agenda 
 

For reference:  Where a Member has a disclosable pecuniary 
interest he/she must leave the meeting during consideration of the 
item.  However, the Member may remain in the meeting to make 
representations, answer questions or give evidence if the public 
have a right to do so, but having done so the Member must then 
immediately leave the meeting, may not vote and must not 
improperly seek to influence the outcome of the matter.  A 
completed disclosure of interests form should be returned to the 
Clerk before the conclusion of the meeting. 
 
(Please Note:  If Members and Officers wish to seek advice on 
any potential interests they may have, they should contact 
Governance Support or Legal Services prior to the meeting.) 

 
4.   Urgent Items  
 To consider any other items that the Chairman decides are urgent. 

 
5.   Exclusion of press and public  
 To consider passing a resolution to exclude the press and public 

from the meeting prior to consideration of the following item on the 
agenda on the grounds that exempt information (as defined in 
Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972 (as amended)) is 
likely to be disclosed. 
 

6.   Turning the Tide on Poverty (Pages 8 - 17) 
 To review the Action Plans arising from the workshops held in 

respect of Turning the Tide on Poverty and to consider making 
recommendations to the Cabinet. 
 
 
 



 

 Meeting Attendance  
 Torbay Council has taken the decision to continue operating in a 

Covid-19 secure manner in order to protect staff and visitors 
entering Council buildings and to help reduce the spread of Covid-
19 in Torbay.  This includes social distancing and other protective 
measures (e.g. wearing a face covering whilst moving around the 
building (unless exempt), the face covering can be removed once 
seated and using hand sanitiser).  Our public meetings will continue 
to operate with social distancing measures in place and as such 
there are limited numbers that can access our meeting rooms.  If 
you have symptoms, including runny nose, sore throat, fever, new 
continuous cough and loss of taste and smell please do not come to 
the meeting. 
 
If you wish to attend a public meeting, please contact us to confirm 
arrangements for your attendance. 
 

 



  
 

 

Minutes of the Overview and Scrutiny Board 
 

13 April 2022 
 

-: Present :- 
 

Councillor Douglas-Dunbar (Chairwoman) 

 

Councillors Barrand, Bye (Vice-Chair), Mandy Darling, Foster and Loxton 
 

(Also in attendance: Councillors Chris Lewis, Long and David Thomas) 

 

 
48. Apologies  

 
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Atiya-Alla, Brown and 
Kennedy.  
 

49. Minutes  
 
The Minutes of the meeting of the Board held on 9 March 2022 were confirmed as 
a correct record and signed by the Chairwoman. 
 

50. Torbay Economy Pandemic Response  
 
The Board considered and noted the report which laid out details of the Council’s 
Covid recovery and repositioning plan and set out areas of focus for the Council 
and partners across Torbay, including the business community, to help mitigate 
against the predicted economic impact of the pandemic. 
 
The Board asked questions in respect of the following which were responded to at 
the meeting by the Cabinet Member for Economic Regeneration, Tourism and 
Housing, Councillor Long, Alan Denby, Divisional Director for Economy, 
Environment and Infrastructure, and Carl Wyard, Economy and Enterprise 
Manager – TDA: 
 

 The number of people undertaking NVQs was below national standards; 
what was the reason behind this and what was being done to improve 
opportunities for people to undertake further learning if they do not want to 
go to university. 

 Education was an important step to improving lifestyle and getting better 
jobs; how do we help older people to access education opportunities. 

 What was the impact of the demise of the construction company Midas on 
building projects in the bay and how would these also be affected by 
inflation increases. 
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 Was there capacity within the construction industry locally to support the 
projects vacated by Midas. 

 How would the £2.3m from the UK Shared Prosperity Fund be spent to 
improve educational and employment opportunities within Torbay. 

 How successful had the Kickstart programme been and what challenges 
had arisen from this. 

 What steps were being taken to support Community Wealth Building. 

 Was there a matrix to measure the success and benefits of Torbay projects. 

 How could more people be helped into full-time and higher valued 
employment. 

 Following more 30-40 year olds visiting Torbay during the pandemic, how 
could the Council encourage younger visitors to continue to come for 
breaks and how could the season be extended to encourage more visitors 
all year round. 

 What percentage of the new Prosperity Funding was to improve numeracy 
skills. 

 What steps would be taken to provide training for the older generation i.e. 
would training be taken out to those that most needed it rather than 
requiring them to attend South Devon College. 

 Given the number of empty building sites not yet developed would there be 
a boom in house building and were there sufficient skilled construction 
industry workers for this. 

 What action was being taken to ensure that the appropriate courses were 
being taught to fill the skills gaps. 

 How would local businesses be consulted on the Economic Strategy, how 
often would the report be reviewed and would this be added to the Council’s 
policies on the website. 

 How did Torbay’s visitor figures compare with those of neighbouring areas. 

 Had the decline in hotel accommodation affected visitor numbers. 

 Clarification of the total UK Shared Prosperity Funding allocated for Torbay 
was needed. 

 How was the Build Torbay Project being monitored. 

 What opportunities were there for businesses to work more closely with 
schools and South Devon College to help develop career pathways to 
encourage people to train and work in Torbay. 

 
The Divisional Director for Economy, Environment and Infrastructure was 
requested to explore how to make the Economic Strategies and evidence base 
easier to find within the Council and TDAs websites.   
 
Members requested a visit be arranged for Members of the Overview and Scrutiny 
Board to EPIC to see the work with the electronics and photonics sector. 
 
Resolved (unanimously): 
 
1. that the Overview and Scrutiny Board receives details on how we will use 

the allocation of the UK Shared Prosperity Fund to ensure that the Council 
maximises the opportunities available within the criteria; and 
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2. that the Divisional Director for Economy, Environment and Infrastructure be 
recommended that emphasis be placed on increasing the number of high 
valued jobs within Torbay as part of the emerging Economic Strategy.  

 
51. Overview and Scrutiny Board Annual Report 2021/2022, Initial Work 

Programme 2022/2023 and Establishment of Adult Social Care and Health 
Overview and Scrutiny Sub-Board  
 
The Overview and Scrutiny Co-ordinator thanked the Members of the Board for 
their work over the past twelve months and the Democratic Services Team leader, 
Teresa Buckley, presented the Annual Overview and Scrutiny Report for the 
2021/2022 Municipal Year and outlined the proposal to establish a new Sub-
Committee of the Board for Adult Social Care and Health and the draft Work 
Programme for 2022/2023.   
 
Resolved (unanimously): 
 
1. that the Overview and Scrutiny Annual Report for 2021/2022, set out at 

Appendix 1 to the submitted report, be approved and submitted to the 
Council meeting on 17 May 2022; 

 
2. that an Adults Social Care and Health Overview and Scrutiny Sub-Board be 

established, as a Sub-Committee of the Overview and Scrutiny Board, to be 
chaired by the Scrutiny Lead for Health and Adult Services, with Terms of 
Reference and membership as set out in Appendix 2 to the submitted 
report; with the Adult Social Care and Health Overview and Scrutiny Sub-
Board to consider appointing additional non-voting co-opted members who 
will help provide expert advice and support to the Board;  

 
3. that the Overview and Scrutiny Board reviews the effectiveness of the Adult 

Social Care and Health Overview and Scrutiny Sub-Board in six months 
time; 

 
4. that the Children and Young People’s Overview and Scrutiny Board be 

renamed as the Children and Young People’s Overview and Scrutiny Sub-
Board to reflect that it is a Sub-Committee of the main Overview and 
Scrutiny Board; 

 
5. that the Initial Overview and Scrutiny Work Programme for 2022/2023 as 

set out in Appendix 3 to the submitted report be approved, subject to (a) the 
expansion of the scope of the highways review to include lessons learned 
from the Network Rail bridge replacement and resurfacing works at 
Torwood Street, to see how we can work differently with our key partners 
and utilities on major highways projects; and (b) the Chairman of the 
Business Forum being invited to the June meeting to give their views on the 
Economic Strategy, and kept under regular review by the Overview and 
Scrutiny Co-ordinator and Democratic Services Team Leader; and 

 
6. that the Council be recommended to amend the terms of reference for the 

Overview and Scrutiny Board as follows: 
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remove ‘8. To consider all matters and issues arising from the Council’s 
power of scrutinising local health services in accordance with the Health 
and Social Care Act 2001, the National Health Service Act 2006 and Health 
and Social Care Act 2012.’ as this will now fall under the Terms of 
Reference of the new Adult Social Care and Health Overview and Scrutiny 
Sub-Board. 

 
 
 
 

Chairwoman 
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Report to Overview and Scrutiny Committee  

Turning The Tide on Poverty Update - April 2022 

 

Background and Context 

Since the Overview and Scrutiny Committee Anti-Poverty Task and Finish Group made its final 

report and recommendations to Cabinet in August 2020, there has been significant progress in 

implementing those recommendations. However, the situation has changed rapidly and repeatedly 

due to the Covid-19 pandemic and response, followed more recently by the Cost-of-Living Crisis 

being experienced due energy increases and changes to taxation and benefits being implemented 

in April 2022. 

The Task and Finish Group discussed the themes identified within the Marmot Report ‘Fair 

Society, Healthy Lives’. Marmot published a further report ‘Build Back Fairer’ examining the impact 

of the Covid-19 pandemic and the national measures taken to manage it on health inequalities. 

Further recommendations were made on short-, medium-, and long-term measures that should be 

taken to mitigates these adverse impacts (see Appendices). Turning the Tide on Poverty 

describes the approach in Torbay to embed these Marmot themes and recommendations. 

The Torbay Covid-19 Recovery Board reviewed and updated the impact assessments and agreed 

to align the Covid-19 Recovery Strategy with Turning the Tide on Poverty work streams in revising 

approach to recovery planning. There are now key strategies and plans in place to deliver on 

these themes including the Economic Strategy currently under development and the Joint Health 

and Wellbeing Strategy which is out for consultation. In addition, there is a Strategic Housing 

Strategy and Children’s Improvement Plan in place both overseen by Boards. 

National policy has also influenced the situation with a shift in the pandemic response to Living 

with Covid and statements of Levelling Up missions. It was important that while responding to and 

implementing national policy that we were reviewing the situation on the ground in our local 

communities. 

A series of multi-sector workshops have been held, to explore how as a local system we can 

address key issues driving health inequalities. These were guided by the policy objectives 

recommended in the Marmot review. The workshops were held around four inter-dependent 

themes: 

 Best Start: Give every child in Torbay the best start in life and enable them to maximise 

their capabilities and control over their lives 

 Fair Employment: Maximise opportunities for people in Torbay to access good, fair work 

which pays a living wage 

 Ill Health Prevention: Strengthen the role of ill-health prevention in Torbay 

 Healthy Standard of Living: Ensure that rented accommodation in Torbay is of a good 

standard that supports good health. 
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Purpose of this report 

This report sets out the key actions which have been identified through these workshops, forming 

an overarching action plan which we believe is achievable and measurable; and sets out a 

recommendation as to the next steps which should be taken to progress it. 

 

Workshop insights – Local data 

Data intelligence was shared with workshop participants to help inform discussion and lay bare the 

challenges to address: 

 18.7% of Torbay households are classed as “workless”, and wages are below national and 

regional averages. Higher earning residents tend to work outside of Torbay.  

 Torbay has an above-average proportion of households in private rented accommodation 

(25%), with 60% of these in receipt of Housing Benefit.  

 Torbay has a below-average proportion in social rented housing (8%). 

 One third of all children (and one half of all Free School Meal eligible children) are not 

“ready for school”. We also have high rates of cared-for children. 

 Torbay has the highest suicide rate in England and high rates of self-harm in children and 

young people. 

 The gap in life expectancy between most and least deprived areas is 8 years 

 

Workshop insights – Community voices 

Inclusion of community voices at the workshops yielded some powerful insights, both around the 

issues facing our community, and also the strengths and assets which are often overlooked. Some 

of the key points raised repeatedly in sessions have included: 

1. We are facing a “perfect storm” of poverty, with a worsening economic picture leading to 

rising demand, support services being overwhelmed across sectors. Many people simply 

cannot reduce their essential expenditure any further, nor increase their income; no matter 

what they do. 

2. Stigma and shame remain at the forefront of people’s experience of poverty, which has a 

significant effect on their mental health, self-worth, motivation and physical wellbeing. 

Poverty is a traumatic experience for many; this often goes unrecognised. The use of 

language such as “deprived” or “vulnerable” is deficit-based, stigmatising, and can be a 

barrier to trust; particularly of statutory services.  

3. People experiencing hardship can be extremely resourceful, creative and resilient. 

This often goes unrecognised but is at the forefront of empowerment and reinforcing dignity 

and self-worth. 

4. More advocacy and “hands-on” support is needed. The system is difficult to navigate - 

there are a lot of services helping, but they are not joined up and do not always signpost 

well to each other. Having online information or remote support does not work well for many 

people. 

5. Foundation life skills such as budgeting, cooking from scratch, home management etc 

which could empower individuals and help them manage their circumstances are not 

learned, through no fault of an individual’s own. The importance of such skills is not 

emphasised enough, and results in a kind of “failure demand” which creates pressure on 

food banks, debt support services and so on. 
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6. Services themselves are struggling. Across sectors, those supporting people in poverty 

are overstretched and their wellbeing needs to be supported. Capacity in some areas is 

simply insufficient, and we may need to consider aligning resource to current priorities.  

 

Developing Actions 

With limited resource, it was agreed that as a system we should focus first on building upon and 

expediating existing programmes of work which would support the Marmot policy objectives. 

These have therefore been considered as part of this process. 

Outputs of each workshop were reviewed and a set of priority actions for implementation in 

2022/23 were identified. These were then presented by leads to multi-sector partners at a final 

workshop, for further discussion and agreement. A summary of these is shown below: 

 

Workstream Responsible 
Leads 

Priority Action 

Best Start: Give 
every child in Torbay 
the best start in life 
and enable them to 
maximise their 
capabilities and 
control over their 
lives 

Nancy Meehan 
and Rachael 
Williams 

1. Increase the availability of employment and training 
opportunities for our care experienced and SEND 
children and young people, aligned with our Corporate 
Parenting offer and Child and Family Friendly Torbay 

2. Implement the Early Help Strategy and Family Hub 
Model 
 

Fair Employment: 
Maximise 
opportunities for 
people in Torbay to 
access good, fair 
work which pays a 
living wage 

Alan Denby 
and Carl 
Wyard 

1. Develop a programme to make undesirable sectors 
more attractive, including training 

2. Increase face-to-face activity to promote 
opportunities and sectors, break down 
misconceptions 

3. Develop "Ambassador Employers" scheme to 
promote working in certain sectors 

Ill Health 
Prevention: 
Strengthen the role of 
ill-health prevention 
in Torbay 

Bruce Bell and 
Julia Chisnell 
(NHS Leads to 
be identified) 

1. Roll out MECC and Connect 5 programme across 
the Community and Voluntary Sector (Low or no cost) 

2. Expand of the HOPE programme, across a range of 
both topics and settings (low or no cost)  

3. Develop further peer support opportunities within the 
community (moderate cost) 

4. Implement the Wellbeing Guardian Model across 
NHS providers and Torbay Council (moderate cost) 

Healthy Standard of 
Living: Ensure that 
rented 
accommodation in 

Tara Harris 1. Increase access to affordable accommodation 

2. Improve access to information and support, for both 
tenants and landlords. Page 10



 

 

Torbay is of a good 
standard that 
supports good health 

3. Improve energy efficiency, both in terms of 
properties themselves and tenant behaviours  

Practical support around Finances: In addition, through discussion it was identified that there 
is particular need to provide more support/capacity around financial issues of benefits, debt and 
money management. It is suggested that as an action, a working group be set up to look at how 
provision could be increased/maximised. 

 

Next steps and Recommendations  

1. Each of these actions is effectively a project/programme in itself, and therefore will require 
further workup so that there is a clear delivery plan with achievable timescales, which 
ensures accountability and measurability. Resourcing would need to be considered, and 
business cases developed as appropriate. We need to consider if any kind of 
programme/project management is required to drive delivery and ensure cohesion between 
the workstreams. 
 

2. Agreement is required on the governance for these actions. Should they naturally sit within 
existing programmes in their respective areas, or as a separate work programme, or both?  

 
3. Overview and Scrutiny Committee is asked to note the report and consider how the 

proposed actions fit with the Council’s overall strategic objectives and the timescales for 
delivery. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 – Build Back Fairer: Reducing Inequalities in Early Years 

 

 

Appendix 2 – Build Back Fairer: Reducing Inequalities in Education 
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Appendix 3 – Recommendations to Build Back Fairer for Children and Young People 
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Appendix 4 – Build Back Fairer: Recommendations for Creating Fair Employment and Good 

Work for All 
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Appendix 5 – Build Back Fairer: Ensuring a Healthy Standard of Living for All  
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Appendix 6 – Build Back Fairer: Creating and Developing Healthy and Sustainable Places 

and Communities 
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Appendix 7 – Build Back Fairer: Strengthening the Role and Impact of Ill Health Prevention 
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